**SWEATERS ARE ADVERTISED FOR YEARLY MEMBERSHIP**

Present Musicians Are

The First To Receive Awards: Minutes Of Ceremonies

Members of the Owl Band this year will be awarded "a white sweater & blanket towel" to quote the Student Council, provided the delinquency rate and regulations regarding membership are met.

Announcements of this sort come from the recent award the university gave to the Motor Club for their activities in the yearly membership drive for the band.

Ohio State University will hold the first to receive the award.

*The ball game today will be known in every ward.*

The Southwest University Pirates, with the most formidable grid-iron machine in their history, are coming to Houston next Saturday, determined to overcome the valiant Owls who have under the reigns of coach and critics and signed to face South America's gang for the first time since they had a football team.

Both teams will go on the field with the best possible line-up, with the only Ricks who might fight back, Captain Chastin, and Captain Hole, expected to be on the wing for their team.

Chastin, who will play against the Owls, is one of the few players who really take any serious interest in the game. He is expected to carry as much weight on the gridiron as a bowling ball.

Under the helm of6er, the Owls go into the game with great confidence, and without any serious misgivings. The Owls are expected to win.
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For the Owls, the game will be a matter of gaining confidence, but the Owls are expected to win.

The Owls will be up against the Owls, one of the few players who really take any serious interest in the game. He is expected to carry as much weight on the gridiron as a bowling ball.

Under the helm of6er, the Owls go into the game with great confidence, and without any serious misgivings. The Owls are expected to win.
THANKS—AND A REQUEST.

"Homelike" tables and chairs, two shifts and less crowding at mealtimes are, indeed, a new feature of the present method of foodservice accommodations.

The Thresher thanks the officials of the Institute who brought about the change. Some students have harbored a fond hope that new foodservice arrangements will also be accompanied by an improvement in quality of food.

Many students are willing to give the new system a trial. Perhaps the new system will be accompanied by an improvement.
Scrappy Blue-Gray WarHorses Hold Heavy Longhorns in Surprising Match

Rice students came home last Sunday and Monday evening with the showing that the Rice Blue-Grey WarHorses had gone out to get the Texas Texas Longhorns and they had done it. It may be that the Rice Blue-Grey WarHorses didn't have any real talent to them, but they did have some heart and a stiff will and didn't give up no matter what the score was.

The Rice Blue-Grey WarHorses led the Texas Longhorns by 21-0 in the first quarter and that was one too many for the Texas Longhorns. The Texas Longhorns tried to come back in the second quarter but they were held by the Rice Blue-Grey WarHorses and the score remained 21-0. In the third quarter, the Texas Longhorns tried to get back in the game but they were held by the Rice Blue-Grey WarHorses and the score remained 21-0. In the fourth quarter, the Texas Longhorns tried to come back but they were held by the Rice Blue-Grey WarHorses and the score remained 21-0.

The Rice Blue-Grey WarHorses had a total of 577 yards of offense in the game and the Texas Longhorns had a total of 220 yards of offense. The Rice Blue-Grey WarHorses had 8 first downs in the game and the Texas Longhorns had 5. The Rice Blue-Grey WarHorses had 3 touchdowns and 1 field goal in the game and the Texas Longhorns had 0. The Rice Blue-Grey WarHorses had 2 interceptions and 1 fumble in the game and the Texas Longhorns had 0. The Rice Blue-Grey WarHorses had 3 turnovers in the game and the Texas Longhorns had 0. The Rice Blue-Grey WarHorses had 248 rushing yards and 329 passing yards in the game and the Texas Longhorns had 132 rushing yards and 98 passing yards in the game.

The Rice Blue-Grey WarHorses had 171 rushing yards and 408 passing yards in the game and the Texas Longhorns had 167 rushing yards and 51 passing yards in the game. The Rice Blue-Grey WarHorses had 77 rushing yards and 331 passing yards in the game and the Texas Longhorns had 73 rushing yards and 28 passing yards in the game. The Rice Blue-Grey WarHorses had 7 rushing yards and 288 passing yards in the game and the Texas Longhorns had 7 rushing yards and 18 passing yards in the game.
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The Rice Blue-Grey WarHorses had 171 rushing yards and 408 passing yards in the game and the Texas Longhorns had 167 rushing yards and 51 passing yards in the game. The Rice Blue-Grey WarHorses had 77 rushing yards and 331 passing yards in the game and the Texas Longhorns had 73 rushing yards and 28 passing yards in the game. The Rice Blue-Grey WarHorses had 7 rushing yards and 288 passing yards in the game and the Texas Longhorns had 7 rushing yards and 18 passing yards in the game.
Ker o.r.o sense perhaps. Their fellows a brace of touchdowns, go to...